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Introduction
The financial services market is changing. Increasing longevity,
the arrival of the baby boomers at the retirement stage and the
increasing volatility of global financial markets have all combined
to increase the unpredictability in what was previously a
slow-moving market.
Companies operating in the life, pension and wealth management
world need to be in a position to embrace this change and
respond to the dynamic needs of their customers. They need
innovation around new products, responsiveness to competitors’
innovations, and adaptability to rapid changes in technical platform
delivery whilst remaining compliant with an ever-increasing
burden of regulation from national and supra-national bodies.
Exaxe understands these challenges, which is why our modern
SaaS based solutions provide a cost effective means of supporting
rapid product development, policy administration and distribution management. Our SaaS solutions are designed to give organisations the flexibility to compete in this dynamic marketplace
whilst providing full compliance with the rigorous regulatory
environment in which they operate.
This document showcases the Exaxe SaaS solution set, and client
case studies that demonstrate the real benefits flowing from
Exaxe implementations in their organisations.

BUSINESS CHALLENGES
Life, pensions, and wealth management companies are all facing the challenges of increased competition, customer
retention, operational risk, costs, regulatory compliance, and legacy systems.

Competition
The marketplace is becoming increasingly crowded with new-entrant “niche” and general providers. This proliferation
of providers has led to increased competition with a greater diversity of product offerings.
The challenge for participants in the market is to innovate and rapidly respond to the market. All too often, “Innovation”
with spreadsheets looks achievable on paper but either fails to get to market due to technology constraints or has
“missed the boat” by the time of delivery.
The question facing providers is how does one stay ahead in this business?

Customer Retention
Insurance and wealth management companies are bound by TCF (Treating Customers Fairly) to keep their customer
data accurate, relevant and safe. Organisations are being slowed down and distracted by having to keep track of
their different software applications, and customer service is suffering as a result. Under pressure to maintain high
levels of customer satisfaction, life assurers have to understand customer’s needs in depth and have to have an
accurate view of each customer.
Also, the proliferation of providers along with regulatory changes such as the Retail Distribution Review (RDR) and
auto-enrolment has created more opportunities and choice for clients as they take a greater interest in their financial
needs. Providers now need to spend their time working on customer retention and engagement. Providers have to
differentiate their offering in the market either through product or service or both.
This is a major challenge for most organisations where legacy technologies and manual processes constrain the
ability to innovate and re-engineer.
How does an organisation re-engineer their business and service offering to become the leader?

Operational Risk
There was a time when the COO was worried from an operational risk perspective about functional errors, manual
processes, the level of commission leakage within the business and the impact of the large number of ad hoc
software applications held together by “sticky tape” which has multiplied over the years.
But nowadays, the spectre of heavy fines from the regulatory authorities for the risks associated with spreadsheets is
adding to this burden.
Where are the operational risks within the business? What is the reliance on spreadsheets and other legacy systems?
And how can these risks be mitigated?

Costs
A review of the cost per policy across a line of business can be a sobering activity. It is one of the clearest indicators
of the success of a business model. It should be a primary concern for ‘C’ level management due to its impact on
shareholder return.
How is the organisation to reduce cost per policy? There are many ways to address the cost per policy issue such
as; availing of Software-as-a-Service which offers subscription based pricing and has no large upfront licence fees,
in addition to online quotes, online client and distribution services, straight-through processing plus automation
of manual processes.
Life companies have realised the hidden costs associated with manual process and deficient systems.
Where does an organisation begin to optimise processes to reduce costs?

Regulatory Compliance
The unprecedented amount of legislation and regulatory change taking place over recent years has put an
enormous strain on the systems and operational capabilities of life companies. This strain has led to many short
term “mend and make do” solutions to solve the problems of the businesses they support.
Regulatory changes can severely impact the ability of an organisation to focus on growth, with many strategic
projects postponed or watered down to allow the business to continue to operate.
How can regulatory compliance be delivered on an on-going basis without hindering either daily operations or
strategic initiatives? Can the power to change be within the control of the business user?

Legacy Systems
Over time organisations accumulate a menagerie of systems and technical ‘stop-gaps’ which are understood by a
small number of key people. These systems are, in many cases, cumbersome as legacy technologies are expensive and inflexible to maintain, and any changes made take far too long and costs far too much.
Relying on legacy systems will not suffice in the new fast paced, information on-demand, 24/7 world. However,
the days of complete system replacement costing many millions of pounds and taking years to implement are
long gone.
The current trend is the delivery of point solutions designed to solve specific problems whilst addressing the
discreet areas of each provider‘s business operations. Many existing IT solutions will not be able to cope with the
fluid requirements of an industry driven by consumer demand for greater levels of transparency, product
innovation and a need to react to industry trends at an ever quickening pace.
Where to begin? Breaking down the issues into bite sized chunks is the only way to address these complex
problems.

What is Cloud Computing and SaaS?
Software as a Service (SaaS) is a subscription based, fully formed, end-user application accessed via the web
which may be on-premise or hosted in the cloud.
The cloud consists of networks, servers, storage, and environments and is not in any one specific location or on
any one hardware platform. Cloud computing has become a commonly used phrase that describes any IT
architecture that is off-premise.
A public cloud is a cloud whereby your data is stored along with other companies data too but separately so
neither can access the other. A private cloud is whereby your data is stored solely with no other companies’
and resides on your company’s intranet or a private data center.

Why should organisations use SaaS based solutions?
Excellent SaaS based solutions should be able to offer the following:
Pay for what you use – SaaS based solutions mean your business pays for what it uses on a subscription
service basis whether or not you choose to host it on a private cloud.
No large upfront fees – SaaS based solutions do not require any large upfront licence fees, nor is any large
upfront IT hardware or architecture purchases required.
Data security – A SaaS based solution in the cloud can protect your business from data breaches. Data is
held on a dedicated server protected by an accredited compliant hosting provider.
Accessibility – SaaS based solutions allow you to access policies from anywhere, anytime, and on any device.
Scalability – SaaS and cloud based solutions have the ability to scale IT infrastructures with business
volumes.
Compliance – SaaS based solutions are continuously updated with regulatory and legislative requirements.

How can Exaxe Cloud and SaaS Solutions help you?
At Exaxe, we understand that different organisations have different needs, and our solutions have been
designed to be supported as SaaS solutions either on-premise or in the cloud. Using up-to-date Microsoft
technology, Exaxe has architected, designed, and built Illustrate Plus, Channel Plus, and Admin Plus as
complete web based products.
The user interfaces are browser and device agnostic meaning that the display dynamically adjusts to provide
the optimum visual experience for the user. This combined with high levels of scalability make Exaxe’s
solutions ideal for most organisations.
Whether you’re looking to deploy in your own environment, or as a cloud computing service Exaxe SaaS
solutions can support you.

EXAXE BUSINESS SAAS SOLUTIONS
Exaxe SaaS solutions are implemented by a team of experts, all of whom have a deep understanding of the life and pensions
industry. This combination of business and technical expertise is embodied in each of Exaxe’s offerings:

Illustrate Plus
Illustrate Plus is a highly flexible, scalable, web-based llustrations and quotations solution that supports new and existing business
across all products for life, pensions, and wealth management for both group and individual business.

Products can be dynamically modified, updated and changed
through the Product Development Application (PDA) with
automated testing through Exaxe’s testing utility, Touchstone Plus.

Illustrate Plus is a proven, functionally rich solution providing a
powerful flexible illustrations / quotations solution catering for
increasingly complex products in a highly competitive market.

Illustrate Plus comprises of the following components:

•

Graphical User Interface (configurable
dynamic front-end)

•
•
•
•
•

Calculation Engine (4,500+ calculations)
Product Development Application (PDA)
Touchstone Plus (Testing tool)
Document Manager (all quote documentation)
E-Applications (straight through processing)

Illustrate Plus supports:

•

SaaS (Software as a Service) – subscription based licence model with option of cloud based deployments
which provides cost savings, flexibility and regulatory compliance.

•

Lower total cost of ownership - subscription based pricing.

•

Speed to market – launch new tested and branded products in 24-48 hours, without IT involvement.

•

Improved service through online illustrations, straight through rpocessing and calculations and faster
turnaround times on quotations, alterations and new products.

•

Significant cost reduction:

–
–
–
–

No large upfront licence fees
One single solution
Minimisation of involvement of IT
Ease of implementation and integration through modern SOA technology

•

Extensive illustrations capability and more sophisticated illustrations across complex scenarios and products.

•

Underwriting – automation of underwriting processes and capability to capture underwriting decisions and
track cases.

•

Straight through processing – the provision of all input and calculated data to the back office administration
platform removing manual re-keying of data.

Illustrate Plus has a component-based service oriented architecture specifically designed to be used in connected and disconnected
modes with well-defined interfaces to enable it integrate seamlessly with multiple external systems.

Complex illustrations / quotations
Product configuration capability
Integration to portals, online underwriting
Mobile quotations / values
Straight Through Processing - E-Apps
Reporting & MIS
Audit & control
See www.exaxe.com for more info!

Admin Plus
Admin Plus is a highly flexible, scalable, web-based policy administration solution for the life and pensions market that supports the
full policy life cycle from the initial fact find right through to the payment of a claim.
It enables the delivery of market leading products and service, ensuring customer and distributor retention while reducing costs
across the business through the automation of business processes.
Admin Plus provides the capability to administer both wealth
accumulation and decumulation products from cradle to grave
including:

•
•
•
•

Life insurance, income protection and critical illness.
Pensions, investments, SIPPs, mutual funds, platforms
Cash ISAs, stocks and shares ISAs, general savings and
single premium investments
Immediate, enhanced and variable annuities ,and drawdown
products

Admin Plus has been designed to support multi-channel distribution,
end- to- end sales and service processing, and enhanced customer
service. A set of well-defined interfaces enables integration to all
standard external systems such as payments systems, general
ledger systems, etc.
Admin Plus is fully interactive and supports straight through processing
(STP) and real-time 24X7 administration. In addition, it includes the
ability to configure interfaces to enable real-time price updates, links to
external fund supermarkets and online access for all valuation and
contract enquiries.

Admin Plus comprises the following components:

•
•

Graphical User Interface (configurable
dynamic front-end)
Administration Engine (configurable business
processes - alterations, AFI, wind back,

•
•
•
•
•
•

fund, withdrawals, payments, claims)
Calculation Engine (all policy / product
process calculations)
Product Development Application (PDA) product configuration tool
Touchstone Plus (testing tool)
Document Manager (all policy documentation)
System Administration (security & branding)
APEX - automated configurable policy
processing)

Admin Plus supports:

•

SaaS (Software as a Service) – subscription based licence model with option of cloud based deployments
which provides cost savings, flexibility and regulatory compliance.

•

Lower total cost of ownership - subscription based pricing.

•

Product innovation through product configuration capabilities

•

Straight through processing – the provision of all input and calculated data from the illustrations solution
removing the manual re-keying of data

•

Multi-company, channel & jurisdiction support through a single solution

•

Process and service management at individual product level

•

Online 24/7 realtime policy administration

•

Operational risk and cost reductions through configuration, automation and audit capabilities.

Admin Plus provides for a lower cost of ownership due to its industry leading levels of configuration and competitive subscription
based pricing.
Admin Plus has a component-based Service Oriented Architecture designed to be integrated into small or large scale enterprises
and can be readily scaled to meet the growing demands of your business. Our cloud based deployments also reduce IT infrastructure costs. Shorter implementation ensures a quick return on investment for your business.

Full policy life cycle support
Process configuration
24/7 real-time web-based solution
Configurable validations
Market leading service
Multi-currency, language, jurisdiction
Self-service capability
See www.exaxe.com for more info!

Advice Plus
Advice Plus is a web-based SaaS robo-advice solution for life and pension products that provides financial lifestyle recommendations
straight through to acquisition.
Advice Plus provides automated advice to consumers at a fraction of the normal delivery cost by establishing the financial needs of the
clients and then providing personalised recommendations.
It is aimed at organisations operating within a compliant and
regulated environment as it allows for a fully auditable automated
robo advice process.
Advice Plus enables providers to rapidly configure the end-to end
digital experience while using the existing back office administration platform. The solution enables digital distribution directly to
the consumer or with the assistance of an intermediary. Advice Plus
supports the complete automated advice value chain from fact find
and needs analysis right through to the identification of cover
shortfalls and the provision of personalised product and cover
recommendations. Find out the full features of Advice Plus.
Advice Plus was developed in response to the increasing demand
from life, pensions and wealth companies for innovative solutions to
enable and transform their businesses to meet the challenges of the
digital world.

Advice Plus comprises the following components:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fact Find and Needs Analysis
Graphical User Interface (configurable
dynamic front-end)
Calculation Engine (4,500+ calculations)
Product Development Application (PDA)
Touchstone Plus (testing tool)
Document Manager (all quote, applications,
and financial review documentation)
E-Applications (Straight Through Processing)

Advice Plus helps organisations to deliver on their digital strategies, rapidly launch new products, provide a modern digital
experience and launch new innovative online capability.

Advice Plus supports:

-

•

SaaS (Software as a Service) – subscription based licence model with option of cloud based deployments
which provides cost savings, flexibility and regulatory compliance.

•

Lower total cost of ownership - subscription based pricing.

•

Straight through processing to policy administration system

•

Improved service through online illustrations, straight through processing and calculations and faster
turnaround times on quotations, alterations and new products.

•

Shift to digital distribution

•

Cross product robo-advice

•

Life and pensions provider’s digital transformation strategy

•

Capability to implement D2C Channel or to digitally transform an advisor channel

Exaxe recognised that providers not only want to provide automated advice capability but rather an automated solution which
gives a holistic view of the consumer’s financial status and provides a personal recommendation on meeting any shortfall identified across multiple product lines. The solution may be used to support a digital direct to consumer channel or to support and
enhance an existing advisor based channel.

Advice Plus
Financial objectives and priorities setting
Secure client portal for financial profile
Needs analysis
Identification of financial shortfall
Product and cover recommendations
Personalised illustrations
Financial analysis presented graphically
Filters for product eligibility
STP to policy administration system
See www.exaxe.com for more info!

Channel Plus
Channel Plus is a web-based solution that supports distribution and compensation management for the life and pensions sector
across all distribution channels.
By maximising automation and minimising manual interaction, Channel Plus provides the business functionality needed for
effective management of fee and / or commission events and payments across multiple distribution channels, supporting regulatory compliance and distributor monitoring.
Channel Plus supports the efficient management of complex
hierarchies – supporting multiple hierarchical relationships with
inheritance, easy to operate, with graphical views of
broker/adviser/direct salesforce hierarchies and “chain of reporting.”

Channel Plus comprises the following components:

Channel Plus functional support for distributor and compensation
management includes onboarding, suppression, cancellation,
termination, transfer, calculation and payment.
Channel Plus brings together all the functionality needed to setup,
maintain and support complex distribution networks providing
industry-leading levels of service to distributors, brokers, financial
advisers and direct sales force, and including extensive self-servicing
options.

•

Graphical User Interface (configurable
dynamic front-end)

•

Calculation Engine (commission & fee
calculations)

•

Product Development Application (PDA) configuration tool

•

Document Manager
(adviser correspondence)

•
•

APEX (automed configurable processing)
System Administration (security)

Channel Plus supports:

•

SaaS (Software as a Service) – subscription based licence model with option of cloud based deployments
which provides cost savings, flexibility and regulatory compliance.

•

Lower total cost of ownership - subscription based pricing.

•

Reduction in operational risk with an automated functionally complete solution

•

Replacement of legacy systems / spreadsheets with a single solution

•

All forms of automated compensation calculation and payment including bonuses, uplifts,
and thresholds.

•

Automated regulatory validation of distributors and reporting

•

Automated reporting, reconciliation and audit capabilities

•

Documentation, statement and email configuration

Channel Plus is designed to be flexible and has the ability to grow as an organization grows with a Service Oriented Architecture
that integrates seamlessly with existing legacy systems and an open relational database. Channel Plus is developed to meet the
regulations as set out by the markets in which it is deployed.
Exaxe SaaS solutions are platform independent and database agnostic and as such an implementation of Channel Plus does not
prescribe any specific technical environments.

Hierarchy management
Web-based online real-time solution
Automated processing & reconciliation
Target management IFA’s / Direct
Salesforce / Brokers
Reporting & MIS
Audit & control
Regulatory compliance
Improved levels of service
Risk & cost reduction
Self-service capability
See www.exaxe.com for more info!

Exaxe SaaS Solution Architecture Overview
The underlying structure of the Exaxe suite utilises a modern
enterprise application architecture. This provides a stable
industry proven base which allows Exaxe to implement
roadmap. In turn, the capabilities the software delivers
The Exaxe SaaS solution set comprises the following
independent components, which have been designed to
enable each solution to be deployed as a single component
if required.

The same architectural principles are applied across all
solutions giving a consistency of design.
The underlying databases schema is open, allowing customers
to tailor and modify their Management Information (MI)
requirements as required.
All components are enterprise wide applications, platform
independent and component based. They can be deployed
third party solutions.

Exaxe SaaS Solution Architecture Overview
Graphical User Interface

APEX (Admin Plus Process Explorer)

Each solution has a dynamically configured user interface
which is derived from the product and process rules as
defined within the Product Development Application and
System Administration.

APEX is responsible for initiating real time and batch transactions for all existing business and distribution services as
configured at individual process and product level within the
administration engine.

E-Applications

Calculations and Validation Engine

This component facilitates straight through processing to the
policy administration system, including all validations and
data required by the back office system to process the
application.

This layer contains the calculation algorithms, drivers and
validation logic. The calculations and validations required for
each product are configured using the Product Development
Application.

Administration Engine

Product Development Application (PDA)

The administration engine provides the business rules for the
administration processes across all solutions. It is configurable at individual process / product level.

The Product Development Application is responsible for
system-wide product and validation configuration
management & maintenance. It holds the product and
channel definitions and the business rules, parameters and
rates.

Documentation Engine
The documentation engine produces all solution documentation including; client illustrations, key features documents,
distributor correspondence and statements and all policy
documentation including annual statements, claims letters,
etc.

System Administration
System administration is responsible for system-wide user
and process configuration management & maintenance.

Touchstone Plus
Touchstone Plus is the automated testing component which
forms an integral part of the product definition capability of
the overall solution. It supports testing from an individual
calculation level to a fully configured product or process
level.
Touchstone Plus supports cloning of test cases and test beds,
and facilitates test logging and the ability to drill down to the
underlying individual values within a test case.

The Exaxe SaaS Offering
Exaxe’s component based solutions provide full policy lifecycle support from
initial fact find right through to payment of a claim. Exaxe’s SaaS offering
allows life and pension companies to reduce the costs of licencing Exaxe
solutions and instead, facilitates a flexible commercial model that allows
software costs to scale in line with business volumes.
In addition, Exaxe complements its SaaS service with a cloud based software
hosting service. Exaxe will host the application(s) in a private cloud on the
Microsoft Azure platform on behalf of the life office.
Exaxe’s SaaS solutions provide a level of flexibility never achieved before at a
reduced and more manageable cost.

Data Security – Exaxe’s cloud solutions protect your business from
data breaches. We ensure your data is held on a dedicated server in a
secure environment protected by an accredited compliant hosting
provider.
Lower Costs of Ownership – Exaxe’s SaaS solutions are subscription
based, and subsequently there is no significant outlay for large
hardware purchases or IT infrastructure, and no large upfront licence
fees. Our clients for what they need, thus lowering the total cost per
policy.
Pay-As-You-Go – Avail of accurate budgeting and predictable
transparent costs with Exaxe’s SaaS solutions as part of the
subscription service. Pay only for what you use, thus also lowering the
cost per policy.

Outsource Painful Upgrades & Maintenance – Outsource the
responsibility of upgrading and maintaining the application(s) to
Exaxe and we will manage all the functional and technical aspects of
the application including all configurations and integrations.
Scalability and Integration – Exaxe’s SaaS model allows the
flexibility to scale business up and down, in line with business
needs, and to integrate with existing IT architecture.
Higher Adoption Rates – As the Exaxe solutions are intuitive they
experience high adoption rates compared to other solutions.
Users access the solutions using any device, using familiar and more
intuitive web browsers, and hence there is a quick learning curve
with reduced need for staff hours spent in training.
Work Anywhere Anytime – All Exaxe’s solutions are available to
end-users via the internet on their smart devices so they can do
business anywhere anytime whether they are on the road or in the
office.
Compliance – Exaxe solutions are continuously updated to be fully
compliant with all legislation and regulation.

DELIVERING TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS TODAY
Exaxe is a specialist solutions provider to the life and pensions sector with
vast knowledge of the commercial, legislative, regulatory and technology
landscape and trends in the industry across the UK and other markets in
which we operate. This knowledge allows Exaxe to build solutions that are
always one step ahead.

Advantages of Exaxe Solutions
Simplify – the implementation of regulatory changes
Employ future proofed technologies – all Exaxe Solutions are web-based,
platform independently and are developed around Service Oriented
Architecture principles and open Application Framework standards (XML, .NET,
web services)
Reduce administrative costs – Straight Through Processing (STP)
Increase the speed to market for new products – by configuring new
products using the Product Development Application (PDA)
Remove dependence – on old technologies
Improve customer service – faster turnaround, reduced errors, improved
data quality
Ensure faster delivery – across multiple channels with minimal risk and
investment
Delivers cost savings and process efficiencies – reduce transaction costs
and increase process efficiencies by reducing manual processes and duplicate
data entry
Increase automation – automates the calculation, reporting and payment of
commissions and fees, based on rule-sets that can be tailored by product,
channel and even individual agents.
Rapid implementation – can be implemented in industry beating
timeframes.

WHY EXAXE?
When Exaxe engages with a client, we ensure that they do not just receive a new software
solution, but also benefit from our in-depth industry knowledge and experience.
Additional value provided by Exaxe includes:
Thought Leadership Articles
Regular articles written by Exaxe staff members, printed in industry and trade publications.
White Papers
Exaxe publishes whitepapers every quarter covering international regulations and legislative
changes.
Newsletters
Bi-monthly e-newsletters – these contain industry white papers, a roundup of the best Exaxe
blogs and articles from trade publications.
An Online Wiki
Our clients receive an extensive wiki, to keep up to date with our solutions.
Blogs
Weekly blogs on the latest industry news.
Compliance
Future regulatory compliance is assured, as the delivery of regulatory changes is covered within
the services agreement for all Exaxe Solutions
Social Media
Exaxe uses a variety of social media channels to connect and interact with our clients in
real-time.
Demo Videos
Exaxe release demonstration videos on our YouTube channel which help customers to keep up
to date on our solutions.

Pricing
Subcription based pricing
Exaxe offers customers the choice of whether to pay on a subscription basis or by the traditional
licencing model.
The Exaxe SaaS offering allows the life company to reduce the costs of licencing its required solutions
and facilitates a flexible commercial model that allows software costs to scale in line with business
volumes.
The Exaxe SaaS offering means that Exaxe clients will have no large upfront licence fees to worry about
and will be able to avail of our transparent pricing model.
Exaxe customers will also benefit from significant savings, particularly if they choose to deploy the
solutions in the cloud which, according to a study by Computer Economics, will save companies at least
15 percent on average.
Exaxe delivers shorter and less costly implementation times than anyone else in the market.
For more information on the pricing and availability of the new SaaS and hosting offerings, please visit
http://www.exaxe.com/SaaS.

Distribution Management
Operational risk and cost reduction

Friends First Case Study

Distributor and commission processing at Friends First was supported by numerous tactical solutions. These included spreadsheets with essential tasks completed
through multiple manual calculations, cross-checks and hand-offs. It had a
patchwork of databases and systems that were difficult and costly for its IT staff to
maintain and didn’t fully support all business activities.
As a result, the quality of information coming to management was poor and did
not assist with strategic decision making or operational risk management.
Compliance with regulatory bodies was cumbersome and prone to error. Lack of
reliability in the data and processes meant that Friends First suffered from
commission leakage and came very low in surveys of service level satisfaction
carried out by the broker community.

Friends First is a leading financial
services group in the Irish market. It
provides a comprehensive range of
pension, investment, protection, and
finance products and services to
more than 250,000 clients and has
total assets exceeding EUR4.4 billion
and employs over 450 people. It is a
subsidiary of Eureko B.V.

Friends First required a distribution and compensation management solution that would support all types of business, products,
calculation bases and regulatory requirements across a complex distribution and sales hierarchy, upto and including “Buy-out”
valuations. It needed accurate management information, control of all distributor details, and fully automated calculations and
payments.
The implementation of Channel Plus™ has enabled Friends First to successfully unify all its distributor and compensation administration

The implementation of Channel Plus™
has enabled Friends First to successfully
unify all its distributor and compensation
administration services onto a single
platform.

services onto a single platform. Tasks previously demanding
manual intervention are now fully automated preventing further
commission leakage, giving substantial operational efficiencies and
an improved service offering which was acknowledged by an
outstanding service award from the broker community.
Audit capability has been improved and the effort required to
enforce compliance with existing regulations has decreased
dramatically. Compliance with new regulations is now quicker and
cheaper to achieve.

Other key achievements have been the delivery of effective MI reporting to support better management decision making, target
management, improved distributor monitoring and greatly enhanced exposure management. This has substantially reduced the
risk level within the business organisation.
With its user-defined parameters, new product and distributor agreement set-up, Channel Plus has succeeded in reducing Friends
First’s IT development costs and lead times to the business, while reducing compliance risk and giving its distribution channels a
vastly improved level of service.

Customised Product Offering
Illustrations / Product Management
Aviva International is a wealth
management subsidiary of Aviva plc
a British multinational insurance
company headquartered in London,
United Kingdom. Aviva plc is the
sixth-largest insurance company in
the world measured by net premium
income and has around 43 million
customers across 21 countries.

Aviva International Case Study

Aviva International specialises in the distribution of customised offshore bonds
and investment products to high net worth individuals across multiple European
markets through a very large distribution network.
Its unique selling point is its commitment to provide clients with a ‘client specific’
product and its challenge was to support new and existing business using an
archaic inflexible illustrations solution with no online capability or straight through
processing facility.
The business proposition required the flexibility to offer online ‘bespoke’ products
to customers from a single suite of base products with an extensive range of
investment options, while ensuring that the customer experience was engaging.

Aviva turned to Exaxe and Illustrate Plus to address the challenges of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery of products into multiple European markets
Multi-currency offerings
A very large network of distributors each with their own specific terms of business
Special deals, specific offers, uplifts and enhanced terms
Regulatory compliance for quotes and illustration documentation
Quote comparison across multiple products
Capability to launch new products and re-price products rapidly in a dynamic, competitive market

Aviva International selected Illustrate Plus as it needed a highly configurable business solution. Illustrate Plus’s Product Development Application (PDA) allowed Aviva to configure a suite of base products where the primary parameters could be changed /
overridden on screen by authorised users to provide special deals / terms to clients. This gave it the ability to customise base
products to give the personal solutions demanded by their high-net-worth client base.
One key benefit of the Product Development Application (PDA) is that it streamlines the product development process by
codifying the operational business rules. This allows the new process to be completed by product “creatives” in actuarial, product
development and marketing without the need to involve IT staff.
Illustrate Plus also gave Aviva International the capability to launch new products in days rather than months and re-price /
update existing products in moments, without recourse to IT. These solutions empower the business, enabling them to
respond to the rapidly changing market.
By replacing their existing solutions and manual processes with Illustrate Plus, Aviva International had the
capability to support:
•
•
•
•

Online realtime quotes including quick quotes across multiple products and special
deals
Online documentation
Straight through processing to the back office administration
system for both new and existing business
Client specific projection periods and non-standard
projection rates alongside legislative rates

Illustrate Plus gave Aviva International the
flexible platform they needed to
support the high-quality service
levels demanded by their
target market.

Product Management
Rapid product launch capability

Falcon Leven Case Study

Falcon Leven has a 450k policy portfolio across a diverse product range in the
Netherlands. These products are administered on multiple legacy back office
systems. Historically it has had major issues with time to market, both for new
products and product changes. As part of the ASR Group (formerly Fortis Group)
Falcon Leven faced challenges with respect to designing products for the multiple
channels which form part of the ASR distribution model.
New products are essential to corporate growth, as is the ability to respond to
market changes with on-going product modifications. Aging life and pensions
systems struggle with new products, and are very costly to replace.

Falcon Leven is a wholly owned
subsidiary of the ASR group in the
Netherlands, which dates back to
1720 and has a centuries’ long
tradition of providing insurance
solutions in the Dutch market and
ranks third in terms of premium
turnover.

Falcon Leven selected Illustrate Plus as its strategic illustrations solution following a software evaluation process that found it to
be the highest performing Illustration system available, supporting thousands of products across all product types.
The Product Development Application (PDA) and Touchstone Plus components of Illustrate Plus were leading edge features that
attracted Falcon Leven to the Exaxe product suite. These supplied the capability to launch products rapidly and manage the
challenges of white labelling and multiple distribution models. Falcon Leven concluded that there is no comparable product
available in the marketplace to Illustrate Plus.

“

We chose Exaxe following a review of illustration solutions available in the marketplace and concluded that Illustrate Plus offers the
most strategic solution and will enable us to drive our specialist
business forward in a competitive market by providing an
integrated solution for new and existing business that will facilitate rapid and low cost product development.

"

The Product Development Application
centralizes and manages the product development process efficiently and gives control of
the process to the marketing / product
development areas. By reducing IT involvement in the product creation process, the PDA
makes it possible to create innovative new
products in a fraction of the time.

Paul Van Raaij - Director ICT ASR at Falcon Leven

By implementing Illustrate Plus, Falcon Leven
replaced multiple legacy illustrations systems
and a labour intensive product development
process with a single configurable solution. It also re-engineered the entire
product management operation across the ASR group becoming a market leader
in product innovation while achieving significant cost savings.
Responding to the market requires product innovation, flexibility, administrative
efficiency and future proofed technology solutions. Exaxe provides clients
with business solutions which address these challenges and Falcon Leven
subsequently became the centre of excellence for product management for the ASR group.
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The following is an overview of some of Exaxe’s clients and the solution components which have been implemented over the years.

General Statistics

They are easy to work with, straight talking, there for the customer, with high integrity

They deploy small teams made up of both the customer and Exaxe staff

They use agile methodologies that deliver to tight timescales and budgets

They work with customers to determine the optimum solution configuration to match their business needs

They deliver business solutions not just packaged software

Exaxe staff are industry experts, they understand the business and its challenges

Increased speed to market for new products, concepts and services

Product innovation through greater configuration capability

Achieve extensive operational efficiencies and reduced operational risk

Exaxe empower customers to manage and grow business capability

Significant cost reductions

What our customers say about us:

About Exaxe
Exaxe, founded in Dublin in 1997, is a specialist
SaaS solutions provider for the life, pensions,
and wealth sectors.
Exaxe works with customers to enable them
achieve their strategic vision, product
innovation; manage their distribution networks
and achieve flexibility and tangible cost
savings through efficiencies, while effectively
managing operational risk within the business.
Exaxe re-invests 25% of revenues in R&D
annually and remains committed to delivering
business solutions to customers which are at
the leading edge of both technological and
industry innovation.

GET IN TOUCH!

T: +353 (0) 1 2999100 E: info@exaxe.com W: www.exaxe.com

f: www.facebook.com/exaxe

: @Exaxe

in: www.linkedin.com/company/exaxe

